### KS-20
CNC Sliding Head Swiss Lathe with FANUC Oi-TD Controller
- Sliding head design
- Rotary guide bushing to increase stability when machining long work piece
- Main and sub-spindle feature C-axis functions
- Direct drive spindle
- 4 sets of tool slides
- 0.79” (20mm) maximum turning diameter
- 8.07” (205mm) maximum turning length

**Starting at:** $130,000

### KS-32
Sliding Head & Fixed Head Compound CNC Lathe
- Sliding head design
- Rotary guide bushing to increase stability when machining long work piece
- Main and sub-spindle feature C-axis functions
- Direct drive spindle
- 4 sets of tool slides
- 1.26” (32mm) maximum turning diameter
- 11.81” (300mm) maximum turning length

**Starting at:** $165,000

### TM-764
Vertical Machining Center w/ FANUC Oi-MD Controller
- 30” x 16” x 22” travel
- 32” x 16” table size
- CAT-40 spindle taper
- Direct drive spindle
- Precision linear guides and ball screws
- 12,000 rpm spindle speed
- 1890 ipm raid traverse
- Rigid tapping
- 20-tool arm type ATC
- 10 HP spindle motor

**Starting at:** $72,000

### T-8
CNC Hybrid Turret Lathe w/ Mitsubishi M700 Controller
- Duo system with power turret and gantry tools system
- Run 2 programs simultaneously to save cycle time
- Synchronous spindles
- Flexible gang tooling system with rotary tables class-B-axis for machining on sub-spindle
- Free angle B-axis 360° for all angular drilling and tapping
- 12-station power turret
- Up to 24 live tools

**Starting at:** $230,000
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LM-6
- A2-6 spindle nose
- 15” (380 mm) maximum turning diameter
- 16.1” (409 mm) maximum turning length
- Programmable hydraulic tailstock
- High precision ball screw & linear guide
- Dynamic graphic display
- High speed 12-station servo turret
- 1,181 ipm rapid traverse
- 6,000 rpm spindle speed

Starting at: $69,800

LM-8A
- A2-6 spindle nose
- 15” (380 mm) maximum turning diameter
- 15.4” (390 mm) maximum turning length
- Programmable hydraulic tailstock
- High precision ball screw & linear guide
- Dynamic graphic display
- High speed 12-station servo turret
- 1,181 ipm rapid traverse
- 4,500 rpm spindle speed

Starting at: $75,000

LM-8B/10A
- FANUC Oi-TD controller
- 3-jaw hydraulic chuck (soft & hard jaw-1 set each)
- Servo turret (cap. 12T)
- Fully enclosed splash guard
- Working light
- Warning light
- Hydraulic system
- Coolant system
- Auto lubrication system
- Tool kit

Starting at: $72,000

XT-326L
- S2 Hydrodynamic Automatic Bar Feeder
- Unique appearance with multi-bending exterior cover
- PU guiding elements minimize vibration noise and are easily replaced
- Powerful clamping capacity for bar insertion and extraction
- Loading mechanism changeover simplicity
- PLC controlled operation
- I/O interfacing with any NC or CNC type lathe

Starting at: $16,000
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